
Is the comprehensive financial and banking solution developed for 
the administration of commercial, banking and investment 
operations.

Fast adoption, immediate benefits
IBS-ITech can adapt to the business. It combines the possibility of using automated and configurable transactions
integrated to the financial control, with a robust accounting system. This facilitates the adoption of the system 
allowing the input of operations with a greater agility and speed yet ensuring their correct booking.

Consistent, scalable and safe
The architecture of the application allows growth accompanying the expansion of the business. The robustness of 
the security level comes with an audit log on a database that allows the recording of all the activity undertaken. In 
addition, the input of the most sensitive information counts with a maker-checker double control configurable 
according to the hierarchy levels of the users.

Increase the return of your investment in technology
Automates the operational workflow of multiple financial instruments applied both to the institution and the provision
of services to third parties. Based on a powerful engine of transactions which can be customized, IBS-iTech 
incorporates the possibility of managing a varied selection of financial services (Banks, Broker-Dealers, Investment 
Funds Administration, Provision of Corporate and Trust Administration services, etc.).

Corporate Services

Manual and automatic
invoicing of services.
Accounting services.

Banking Activity

Call Accounts.
Market Accounts.
Fixed Term Deposits.
Loans.
Participations in Collocations.
Fiduciary Operations.
Factoring.

Investment Funds
Administration

Multi-Series.
Master-Feeder structures .
Equalization.
NAV calculation based on
type of structure.
Complete and detailed
valuation of portfolio.

Insurance

Retirement and Deposits.
Administration of Investments.
Profitability of the policy.

Custody of Investment
Portfolio

Fixed Income Instruments.
Variable income instruments.
Complex instruments
(Options, futures).
Long and short positions.
Corporate Actions.
Complete and detailed
valuation of portfolio.

General Accounting
The above mentioned activities are automatically booked in a potent and complete accounting module developed to
support the management of an unlimited number of companies by installation, having the ability to generate
consolidated reports of related companies and automatically calculating the currency conversion.

E-banking
An e-banking module is available for installation, which provides a mobile solution to clients who wish to access their
banking services via internet, including complete statement of account online, issuance of advices in pdf format, safe
messaging with the Organization, input of transfer instructions and use of authentication platforms.


